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RED7MARINE APPOINTS DAVID CRAFT  

Red7Marine, the leading provider of jack up barges to the marine 

construction industry is delighted to welcome David Craft to the team in 

the role of Business Development. 

David has a wealth of experience in the marine construction and civil 

engineering industries, working around the world on several high-profile 

projects, including Victoria hydroelectric dam, Sri Lanka and Compressed 

air tunneling in Cairo for the Waste Water Project. After building extensive 

first hand knowledge of the industry, David has spent the last 15 years 

specialising in business development for companies such as Bam Nuttall, 

Hochtief Civil Engineering Marine Ag and Gravitas Offshore Limited before 

setting up his own business development consultancy BD2FC in 2014.  

Nick Offord, Managing Director of Red7Marine, comments: “We have 

known and worked with David in the industry for the last 10 years and 

welcome him to the business with open arms. His wealth of knowledge 

and contacts in both the marine construction and offshore wind industry 

will hugely complement Red7Marine’s growth strategy and be of great 

benefit to the business.”  

David comments: “I am tremendously pleased to have engaged with the 

Red7Marine team, their passion for excellence and their reputation within 

the industry is remarkable. Having worked with Red7Marine before and 

knowing their approach to business I know the company will be delivering 



successful projects and I am looking forward to engaging and assisting in 

that process.” 

For more information about Red7Marine and their expertise in the marine 

construction industry, please visit: http://www.red7marine.co.uk 

 

 Notes  

 

< Red7Marine is the marine partner of choice. 

http://www.red7marine.co.uk 

 

< Red7Marine is an industry leading values–led organisation operating in 

the near shore marine construction industry. It’s staff are at the very core 

of the business and the company is built on a culture of mutual respect to 

clients and staff.  

 

< The Safer7Minds’ core principles represent Red7Marine’s commitment to 

SHEQ, people and partners.  

 

< The Safer7Minds initiative is ingrained in the lifeblood of Red7Marine 

and represents the company’s commitment to leading the way.  

 

< Red7Marine is an innovative company that delivers bespoke services 

and solutions.  

 

< Red7Marine is an agile business that responds quickly to client needs 

and evolving projects. 

 

< Red7Marine embraces innovation which extends to the company’s 

purpose built plant and highly skilled staff. 

 



< Red7Marine is uniquely positioned to work with clients to share and 

manage the risk of challenging marine environments by offering bespoke 

services and solutions.  

 

< From expert project planning, through to delivery and completion by 

highly skilled staff, Red7Marine provides all it’s clients with added value 

partnering to ensure the best results are achieved safely and on 

programme.  

 

< Red7Marine is a privately owned, independent and forward-thinking 

company.  

 

< Red7Marine is able to offer emergency response work and operate 

safely in challenging marine environments. 

 

< Red7Marine runs a successful apprenticeship programme, taking on 

young people and training them to be experienced barge masters through 

a combination of in-house and external training. 

 

< Red7Marine is a people centric business that places great importance on 

the well-being and development of its team.  

 


